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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract: Through data from various sources, this paper focuses on the deep contrasts between 
unskilled worker’s salaries in nearby rural areas of the Rio de la Plata region at the end of the colonial 
period. Those differences were not only due to a productivity gap (although it existed and mattered a 
lot) but also to differences in a wide range of phenomena: quality and quantity of available cash 
currency, gains expected in trading highly mobile goods received as part of the payroll, additional salary 
elements, and access to credit for extended family groups, secured through a salary-linked debt 
account.Therefore, the paper seeks to stress some concerns that must be take into account to use the 
salaries as a comparative variable. Workers were usually part of family groups, more or less extended, 
not necessarily located in or nearby their workplace. Salaries were so only part of family income. But the 
rest weighted very differently in each place, due to distinct cultural traditions or economic reasons. This 
determined very different features for salaries, and huge contrasts in nominal amounts, or in the part 
paid out in cash, despite the relatively similar cost of living in this space. Those contrasts, also, warn us 
on the quality and usefulness of living standard comparisons, when dealing with distant past societies: if 
even in nearby areas of the same region salary differences as expressed in cash payments were huge, 
what can be expected when confronting far away countries? How different would be the buying power 
of an individual if we consider all those supposedly side matters? Are we able to accept that cash wage 
(or salary) would be a universally useful expression of purchasing power, or income? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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1. Comparing living standards in colonial Latin America: a warning about the salaries 

During the lasts three decades, the colonial origins of inequality in Latin America emerged as a 
trend topic in the academic literature. Several variables, such as colonial heritage, unequal 
land distribution because ofcHispanic institutions or factor endowments, were pointed out in 
order to prove multiple conflicting hypothesis (Engerman & Sokoloff, 1997; Acemoglu et. al., 
2001; Frankema, 2010; Arroyo Abad et al., 2012). Despite the incidence of these studies on 
many scholars, the lack of solid evidence has been argued as an unmanageable problem 
(Coatsworth,2008; Williamson, 2015). 

However, more recently, the debate over this topic has been focused on a particular aspect of 
this matter: living standards or material conditions of life around the world during the pre-
modern Era. To reach global comparisons, several methodologies were developed. On the one 
hand, the contributions of Robert Allen through the elaboration of consumption baskets and 
welfare ratios have been widely used by scholars (basically Allen, 2001, 2011, 2012). On the 
other hand, “second generation” price indexes, initially proposed by Van Zanden (2005), also 
won a considerable popularity. 

These methodologies, combined with a new set of available global data and richer evidence 
about prices and wages in the long run, have caused a remarkable growth of specific literature 
on material conditions of life, not only in North America, Europe and Asia, but also in Latin 
America, particularly during the last six years.1In most cases, the calculation basis were salaries 
or wages, assuming them as being a main income source for families. Namely, it was supposed 
that, according to the purchasing power parity (PPP), we would be able to know, or at least to 
estimate, the evolution of living standards in pre-modern colonial Latin America. 

Undoubtedly, these papers motorised fertile debates and discussions, which led to a sort of 
watershed between “pesimistic” and “optimistic” views about pre-capitalists Hispanic 
American living standards and the colonial origins of divergence. Some scholars (Allen et al., 
2011, 2015) were pretty sure about the lower levels of development of some Spanish 
American colonies (vg. Potosi, México and Bogotá) compared to British colonies in North 
America or western Europe. According to the main hypothesis, the problem of the great 
divergence in Latin America relied on the particularities of its labor market until the 
Independence: while in North America the wages levels would have reflected the British labor 
market, all over the Hispanic colonies would have prevailed the Spanish wages tendency (in 
other words, they were “two integrated transatlantic labor markets”). These works also 
included questions concerning neo-institutional positions, particularly about the use of 
empirical evidence.2 

Otherwise, an “optimistic” point of view arose to argue against this position. Using similar 
methodologies (Arroyo Abad et al, 2012) than the “pesimistics”, or proposing more realistic 
methods owing to the dearth and poverty of evidence (Dobado & Garcia Montero, 2009) these 
works tried to undermine the pesimistic view, showing not only higher living standards in Latin 
America than previously thought, but also different consumption patterns.  

                                                           
1 See, among others, Dobado & García Montero, 2009, 2014; Allen et. Al. 2011; Arroyo Abad et. al. 
2012;Challú & Gómez Galvarriato, 2014; Djenderedjian & Martiren, 2015; Gelman & Santilli, 2015. 
2 As Allen et al said: “While these arguments are clever and revealing, we find them to be ultimately 
unsatisfying. Our reservations are both empirical and theoretical. Empirically, the problem is that there 
are no satisfactory measures of economic performance for North America before the mid-eighteenth 
century and for Latin America before the late nineteenth century.” Allen et al., 2011, p. 865 
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However, what actually really matters in this point, even more than the manichaeism around 
the existence of better or worst living standards, are the actual terms of comparison. In the 
current status of the issue, it seems to exist a fruitful development of methodologies in spite of 
a better progress towards a solid and reliable empirical evidence. In effect, this is not a new 
concern, but even though this setback has been frequently pointed out, the ongoing literature 
is rather inclined to an uncritical use of the already known, or old, evidence, rather than 
worrying about producing new and less pretentious series. In other words, the empirical 
problems that may have afflicted the neo-institutional hypothesis, join the fray again. 

Some scholars recently pointed out that(Dobado, 2015; Djenderedjian & Martiren, 2015), 
insisting that, among other issues, salaries, regional diets, and accommodation in Latin 
America had different structures than in other regions of the World. As they showed, the 
salary itself was not the same thing when dealing with different regions or even provinces of a 
given productive space. Thus, this becomes a real problem when comparing some spaces 
whose empirical evidence has not been properly collected or built up to be comparable. Which 
means that salary, as a comparative category between pre-modern regions, is not reliable if 
we are not cautious. In other words, as we will see later, a complex PPP estimation of the Rio 
de la Plata region during the colonial period, and even some decades after independence, does 
not seems useful if simply using raw data on salaries. As evidence will prove, not only the 
salary had diverse meanings and scopes throughout the region, but also included some issues 
for free, that must be unavoidably taken into account.  

With exceptions (Dobado & Garcia Montero, 2014), these concerns have been sparingly 
addressed. The need of elaborate “comparative” methodologies encouraged some scholars to 
fall in a vicious circle, which is, again, to reach better methodologies without making deeper 
concerns about data reliability.3Sometimes (if not always) secondary sources handled by most 
researchers do not approach these issues, or, even worse, data is used under some rather 
imprudent assumptions in order to make it fit into international comparisons. Hence, this 
paper seeks to attract attention on this crucial matter, in order to open new discussions about 
the validity of some general comparisons and to stress the importance to reach a more solid 
knowledge on local sources. 

2. What was meant by "salary", or being "salaried" in the 18th. Century? 

First of all, one of the main issues on which we must shed light is the social meaning of the 
salary at that time. In fact, in the 17th or 18th Centuries, salary definition was far from today 
mainstream, not necessarily relating payment to subsistence or reconstruction of the worker's 
force. For example, Lanfranco Zacchia, one of the greatest period lawyers and thinkers on 
these matters, dealt in one of his treatises with multiple salary definitions: among many 
others, it was understood as a gift, an honor rather than a mere practical compensation. In his 
words, salary was operariorum mercede, which meant a reward for the worker's labor, a 
requital whose amount and characteristics were affected by a rather wide variety of 
considerations, not only defined by market constraints. Even more: if manual work had 

                                                           
3 As an example of this problem, we quote two critical comments about a simpler but less ambitious 

method to analyze living standards in Hispanic America: “this simple approach suffers from at least two 

related shortcomings: lack of comparability across the world and missing information on caloric intake.” 

Arroyo Abad & Van Zanden, 2015, p. 79. In a similar tone, Allen et al point out this idea: “In the face of 

the strength and analytical clarity of the welfare ratio methodology, Dobado and García’s method of 

comparing commodity wages is interpretively unsatisfying and does not fit economic historian’s 

understanding of economic development in the past.” Allen et al, 2015, p. 71. 
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“affinities” with “reward”, as “both terms are often confused”, salary was not truly linked to 
the purchase of mere subsistence, as food had to be provided apart by the employer. So, for a 
patron, regarding salary matters, it was more suitable to pay attention to things like the quality 
of the goods or currency in which salaries are to be paid, in order to give their worker's a truly 
fair reward, and not falling into the sin of greed.4While Sebastián de Covarrubias in his colossal 
dictionary of 1611, on the meaning of “salario”, argued that it was “livelihood and stipend that 
is due to each person after his own work”, when dealing with “merced”, he also stated that it 
referred to a “reward” for work accomplished, “and that way we used to call day laborers 
mercenarios”.5 

Obviously, this reward was linked to the accomplishment of some moral issues, not only the 
mere work: loyalty or effectiveness had also to be paid for. It is to be noted that, particularly in 
catholic countries under the ancien régime, patrons should have to take care on a wide range 
of spiritual issues when dealing with their workers: they were responsible for their conduct, 
like a father towards their sons, in accordance with the hierarchical relationship usual in those 
times between persons of different “quality”.6 These patron's responsibilities were not just 
limited, for example, to ensure that religious services were made available to workers on 
Sundays, or to watch over them on how and when they attended the mass; patrons were also 
concerned with completely private issues, like their worker's ability to marry.7 If some scholars 
hold that, even prior to the 19th. Century, relationship between masters and workers was 

                                                           
4 Zacchia, 1672, pp.5-11: “Salarium est pensio, quae datur pro solo, seu superficie. Sed cum aequivoca 

vox fit, pluresque habeat significationes. Aliquando enim accipitur pro vectigali ex eo, quod... solo 

soluatur, et tunc dicitur etiam solarium, ut. Aliquando vero accipitur pro solatio... Significat etiam dotem 

ecclesiarum, vel beneficii, cum dos assignetur beneficio pro salario sacerdotis... quandoque etia 

accipitur pro elemosynis, quae a publico ecclesiis dari consueuerunt ... Salaria etiam quae sacrosanctis 

ecclesiis in diversis speciebus de publico hactenus ministrata sunt, iubemus nunc quoque inconcussa, et 

a nullo prorsus imminuta praestari.... Eamque in ipsa communi appellatione habet cum mercede labor 

affinitatem, ut eorum nomina nonnunquam confundantur... Monetae valor quinam sit attendendus in 

solutione salarii... An, et quibus salariatis prestari debeant alimenta.” It is to be noted that Zacchia called 

“salarium” all three forms of salary payments (to intellectuals or scientists; to relatives or servants; and 

to manual workers, “quae non solum respiciunt scientiam, et probitatem intellectus, sed etiam laborem 

corporalem...”ibid., p. 7. 
5 Covarrubias (1987) [1611-1674], pp. 800; 884. See also Escalona, 1775, lib. 1, pp. 57-64. Regarding 
even minor royal officials who had their salaries (“salaria” / “salarios”) paid every four mounths as 
“income and food”, he said that they “should not receive anything else, nor had any private business or 
gain, and... should serve with their own hands...”, showing clearly that a salary was not necessarily 
considered a sole acceptable source of income. Escalona, 1775, lib. II, p. 35. 
6 On that matter, it has to be remember that even the world of material goods was permeated by 
hierarchical differentiation; see for example Grenier,1996, pp. 25-35. 
7 Manuel Diez de Andino, merchant and estanciero (stockbreeder) in Santa Fe, was asked in 1793 for 
permit to marry from one of their peons, Valeriano Puisapotá, a guaraní indian from Santiago Apóstol, a 
Jesuit mission in Paraguay. The peon pretended to be a widower. Diez de Andino wrote to a priest in the 
missions to corroborate the information, receiving from him a devastating answer: Valeriano was 
married to a "healthy, fat and robust woman, which craves to have marital life with her husband"; thus 
wiping out all prospects for a new marriage. In the following years, Diez de Andino boosted Valeriano to 
go and see his wife, helping him with some money. Fray Agustin Jauregui to Dn. Manuel Ignacio Diez de 
Andino, Pueblo de La Cruz, November 16, 1793. In Archivo General de la Provincia, Santa Fe (hereafter 
AGPSF), Colección Diez de Andino, 23, fs. 53 y ss.; Diario de M. I. Diez de Andino, ibid. The foreman of 
the Rincón de Luna estancia, a black slave, was charged with the task to assure that all the peons were 
dragged to mass on Sundays; patrons also paid a priest for Eucharistic services provided to peons 
(communions and confessions). Jph. Fernandez Blanco to Jose de Aguirre, Corrientes, January 8, 1778. In 
Archivo General de la Nación, Buenos Aires (hereafter AGN), Temporalidades de Corrientes, leg. 2, 
"Cincuenta y ocho documentos...", IX-22-6-6. 
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essentially patterned by economic prospects, in any case, duties and rights of both sides 
should to be understood under a strong moral frame, as society in itself was still defined within 
the framework of religious beliefs and the weight of traditional corporate bodies. This was so 
even in major cities, more suitable places for the spread of purely economical interests.8 

In these pages, we are dealing with monthly salary; that is, the reward for regular work 
accomplished in the lower part of the scale: that of hired laborers for general tasks.9 The scope 
is only rural. Most researchers use widely available data from cities, both to calculate price and 
salary series, in order to compare standards of living in distant past societies. But things are 
complicate. If in old times cities were crucial crossroads of commerce, or home to a part, often 
big, of the total population, the proportion of citizens was extremely different from one 
country, or region, to another. In any case, everywhere most people lived, and worked, in rural 
areas. So, if in the 18th Century, by far the main part of the GDP was generated in the 
countryside, in order to evaluate standards of living it is the most suitable strategy to know 
what was the rural salary, which elements would make it acceptable for both parts involved, 
and how it worked in the whole economy. The Rio de la Plata region is a very interesting case 
to test such matters. 

Moreover, monthly salary is useful also to test how important was a regular employment as an 
income source. Researchers usually want to build salary series, in order to measure the income 
of the lower part of the population; and regular monthly paid salary is often the only evidence 
found for that purpose; thus, this lack of suitable evidence derives in most cases in evident 
anachronisms. But, as we will intend to show, long-term paid employment was not as common 
as today, and, in fact, probably it was something exceptional in the life of an18th. Century 
worker. In those times, there were lots of jobs to deal with in order to earn some money: small 
trade, occasional handicraft, seasonal work, self-employment, hauling or cartage, etc. And, 
although all of them, among many others, were usual strategies to make a living, anyway they 
were only part of a broader strategy, which always encompassed much more than the single 
worker: the family, or group to which he belongs. Undoubtedly, considering the scattered 
evidence of very eager salaries, individual work was not always intended to earn a single man's 
support; much less that of a group. The true labor unit, as several scholars have shown, was 
the family.10It organized and guided the search of income, including the occasional or regular 
employment of some of their members, and managed resources and access to goods or credit 
of the whole group. And, of course, family member's earnings were necessarily linked to family 
strategies. So, individual worker's actions, even though rational, were very different from what 
we would consider "rational" when thinking of individuals. 

 

                                                           
8 See for example Maza,1983, pp. 11-30; Kussmau,1981, p. 49. If rural workers, even in France or 
England, had a very high mobility, looking obviously for better labor conditions, this is not in 
contradiction with a frame which emphasized the role of the patrons as advisors and caretakers on 
spiritual, moral or practical matters over their workers. Undoubtedly, this was the situation in the 
Spanish colonies, as we have seen. Another example from Andino's registers: two of his peons went 
away with receivable accounts; Andino wrote to a priest in the far away worker's village, giving 
instructions to have them paid off, being charged with the cost; but, many years later, nothing have 
been heard of them. Andino so decided to apply the money offering a Mass in their name, just in case 
they are dead; but keeping the promise that, if alive, he will return them the money with no charges. 
AGPSF, Diez de Andino, Leg. 18, Carpeta 4, foja 5.  
9 We distinguish here between wage and salary, the former being paid by the hour, or for a specific task, 
while the second involves a fixed amount by month, or year. 
10 Just to mention some authors which evidenced the importance of the familiar economy all over the 
rioplatense space: Garavaglia, 1987, Gelman, 1999; Djenderedjian, 2004. 
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3. Sources and methodology 

The Rio de la Plata region, located between the 27º and 35º of south latitude, enjoys mild 
climate, with no frost, except for some days in the worst part of the winter. The landscape is 
plain, with very gentle hills and hollows; streams and reservoirs ensure a plethora of fresh 
water. It is an amenable environment for human occupation and livestock, the whole land 
being also suitable for agricultural use. In the north, extended native woodlands provided lots 
of useful timber, broadly traded within the region. Rains are regular; mean temperatures in 
the coldest southern area did not fall under 6º C (43º F) in winter, although they can reach 35º 
C (95º F) in the north at the heart of the summer. 

As the main purpose of this work is to show how diverse was the worker's reward in rural Rio 
de la Plata region, we selected some examples from the whole area, taking into account that 
internal communication was regular and intense, through migration and commerce: so 
seclusion, or isolation, is not acceptable as an explanation of these differences in nominal 
salaries or in the way adopted to pay them off. In other words, it’s highly unlikely that salary 
differences were only due to the existence of particular labor markets, although it matters. In 
fact, all the area was intended to produce cattle for export: either to nearby or far away 
markets.11Travel through this area was, for the time, extremely easy: surrounded by wide 
rivers, criss-crossed by low-gradient streams from which they were feed, water was by far the 
quickest and more comfortable way of transport. Many of those streams, and of course main 
rivers (the Paraná and Uruguay) were navigable, being continuously traversed by a striking 
variety of ships: not only sailboats or sloops; more often coarse rafts, piled with goods and 
people. Mild climate usually allowed to travel trouble-free; going with the flows from 
Corrientes to Buenos Aires was a matter of few days, or a month in the reverse direction, 
counter-current. Another no less important variable in this matter was the relative ease of 
access to horses, cheap and abundant. 

We deal here with a wide variety of data, but from very similar sources: when available, 
ledgers; if not, income and expense accounts, all taken from management records of cattle 
ranches (estancias) located in different parts of the area. They were productive units owned by 
charities or particulars, and, in one case, formerly owned by a Catholic religious order (Jesuits), 
which lately have been taken by the government.12In all cases, registers have been presented 
for assessment: by relatives or heirs, when taken from probate accounts; by authorities, when 

                                                           
11 Nearby markets were Paraguay and the Guaraní Missions, whose livestock herds have been 
decimated by mismanagement after the expulsion of the Jesuits. From 1778, international markets grew 
up as a destiny of cattle byproducts, as the Spanish Crown allowed Buenos Aires port to commerce with 
others within the limits of the Empire. Smuggling, also, took a part in directing some produce to 
foreigners. Censuses reported lots of internal migrants going from one place to another, both for work, 
for business, or for living; Correntinos or Santafesinos were well known in Buenos Aires, while 
Corrientes or Entre Ríos had a consistent European population, arrived through the Buenos Aires port.  
Men from the Guaraní Missions and Paraguay worked as peons in Santa Fe, Corrientes, Entre Ríos and 
Buenos Aires; as we will show, many of them were temporary migrants, returning home after their job 
has been done, or when earned a nice amount of cattle. See for example Garavaglia and Moreno (1993). 
12 Accounts are preserved in public archives in Buenos Aires (AGN, Archivo General de la Nación) and 
Santa Fe (AGPSF, Archivo General de la Provincia; DEEC, Archivo del Departamento de Estudios 
Etnográficos y Coloniales).  Data files are: Rincón de Luna (1); Itatí (3) and Itaibaté (4): AGN, Sala IX 22-6-
5; 22-6-6; 22-6-7 (Temporalidades de Corrientes); Las Garzas (2): AGN IX-27-2-1. Nro. A 8, expte. 22; Diez 
de Andino (5): AGPSF, Colección Diez de Andino, Leg. 18, Carpeta 4, y leg. 46; Francisco Alza (6): AGN IX-
15-5-3, Juzgado de bienes de Difuntos, t. 12, nro. 5; Pedro García de Zúñiga (7): AGN. Sucesiones, 5899; 
Ochoteco (8): AGN IX-23-6-6 Tribunales admin., leg. 18, expte. 549; Las Vacas (9): AGN IX 31-7-5; IX 31-7-
2; Lopez Osornio (10): AGN, Sucesiones  6726 / 6728; Los Portugueses (11): AGN, Sucesiones 7777, 
"Quaderno de peones…". 
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dealing with government property.13Al records cover the second half  of the 18th. Century and 
the first two decades of the 19th., in a wide range each one: from two or three years to more 
than a dozen. Overlaps are present, and there are two or three examples situated very nearby; 
but for our purposes they will aid to construct a relatively clear image of how a worker was 
paid in that region. Our aim is to detect, expose, and explain, which we saw as very wide 
differences, both in the amount of the salaries, or in the way worker's remunerations were 
paid off. On this last regard, there were many forms of  payment and things used for that: cash 
or goods; settling of payment after or before the service has been provided; salary add-ons 
(food, "vices", which meant excitantia: usually, yerba mate and tobacco; shelter has not been 
considered); and the presence or absence of debts. Due to space constraints, we are not able 
to deal here with some important matters, such as the extent of the contract's agreement, or 
the way in which workers' were hired; but there are a lot of scholarly approaches 
about.14Anyway, as the main purpose of this pages is to show how diverse a salary could be in 
a region unanimously considered as a whole, there will be many occasions to quote useful 
details about.  

The map shows location of the cattle ranches whose data is used here. As we said, the Rio de 
la Plata region is, in fact, efficiently and effectively interconnected through one of the world's 
major river basins.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
13 In some cases, verifiers reported mismanagement or corruption; but they do not challenge the data 
presented herein.  
14 See for example the debate on work conditions held in Gelman and others (1987). 
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Map 1 – Late-colonial Rio de la Plata region 

 

 

Note: The map shows the location of each estancia in the Rio de la Plata region. The relative size of each 
circle slightly reflects reality, although it is not the actual estancia extension. 1: Rincón de Luna; 2: Las 
Garzas; 3: Itatí; 4: Itaibaté 5: Diez de Andino; 6: Francisco Alza; 7: Pedro García de Zúñiga; 8: Ochoteco; 
9: Las Vacas; 10: Lopez Osornio; 11: Los Portugueses. 1 to 4 located in Corrientes; 5 in Santa Fe; 6-8 in 
Entre Ríos; 9 in the Banda Oriental; 10-11 in Buenos Aires. 

 

Population was diversely spread out. Bigger concentrations were in the north and the south, 
that is, in Paraguay and the city of Buenos Aires. This last, besides being the main transatlantic 
port of the region, was home, at the end of the 18th Century, of about 40,000 inhabitants, 
with nearby the same figure in the countryside; the cities of Corrientes and Santa Fe had each 
one 4,000 or 4,500 inhabitants. Rural areas of Corrientes had apparently a stronger population 
than their southern counterparts: about 10,000 or so; while in Santa Fe there are no data, and 
in Entre Ríos the villages of Concepción, Gualeguay, Gualeguaychú, and surroundings, had 
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about 7,000 souls. As we said, main produce of the whole area was cattle, exported as hides, 
tallow and salted beef; when dealing with a city, obviously, crops gained ground. But 
everywhere, most of the land suitable for economic use was devoted to cattle ranching.  

Tables in Appendix shows amount and composition of salary payments, divided into: 1) hard 
cash; 2) "regional" currencies (lienzo, or raw cotton cloth; ganado, livestock, usually horses or 
cattle); 3) store goods (efectos); 4) others (services, previous account balances, etc.). In a few 
cases, previous accounts show recoverable balances for the peons; but sums are very weak, 
and, in fact, only are present in Corrientes. Monthly salary amount, plus food and "vices", was 
calculated from the "patron's" side, that is, at patron's costs.15It is to be noted that we rejected 
all "particular" cases, such as foremen, specialized tasks, day laborers, women, and so, leaving 
only examples of masculine, not skilled, cattle ranching labor.16All sums or goods accrued or 
actually paid to workers in a year have been added up, and then divided by the number of 
months which each peon has worked in that year, considering fractions of month. So we have 
the average monthly salary of an average worker, including only those in the lower part of the 
scale. All amounts, either in pesos de comercio or silver pesos, have been converted to silver 
reales, eight to one peso, the last weighing 3.38 metric grams, 3.10 of them being solid 
sterling.17 

                                                           
15 Expenditure on food and "vices" had been taken directly from the sources, or calculated from data 
provided by inventories, or accounts. Food was exclusively meat: either from cattle or sheep, depending 
on which was the cheaper animal available in the estancia, if actual expenditure was not charged in the 
accounts. Calculations on how many people can fed a cow or a sheep in a daily basis are from the same 
accounts, or period documents. A cow can give 60 meals; a sheep only 10. Average customary yerba 
mate monthly ration was 4 pounds; that of tobacco, 1.5. Aguirre (1949-50), t. II, 2d. part, pp. 260 and 
278; AGN IX-27-2-1, expt. 22, fs. 38 r.; AGN IX 22-6-6, "Cuentas que presenta el depositario...", fs. 42 v.; 
"Capitulos que propuso alos Yndios Avipones de el pueblo de las Garzas...", in AGN IX-31-5-3, expt. 600, 
fs. 6; Miguel de Basabe to Virrey Avilés, Corrientes May 28, 1799, in AGN IX 34-2-3, expt. 2438, no 
pagination; Agustin de Yriondo to Prior and Consules, Santa Fe February 12, 1800, AGN IX 4-6-4, 
Consulado de Buenos Ayres, Santa Fe and Corrientes, t. IV, fs. 122 v.; "Relazn. de las carretas...", in AGN 
IX 4-1-4, Santa Fe, leg. 6, 1771-73, no pagination. 
Obviously, food and "vices" would vary a lot if purchased in wholesale or retail, daily or monthly, besides 
the fact that the estancia's patrons were food producers, at least in meat from their cattle or sheep 
herds.  
16 It should be mentioned that we leave some few examples of youngsters of about 12 to 15 years old, 
whose salaries were a bit under the average; but, in all cases, in a matter of few months they started to 
earn better payments, similar to those of older men. This, in our opinion, reflects more precisely the 
average salary paid for unskilled labor. 
17 The peso de comercio was an imaginary currency in use until late 18th Century in Paraguay and 
Corrientes, 4 equal to 1 silver peso. Physical expression of that currency were goods such as raw cotton 
cloth (lienzo, with units measured in varas) or cattle, as well as yerba mate in Paraguay (in arrobas). 
These goods were used to carry out barter transactions, but always referring their value to imaginary 
currency units. Accounts were also usually carried out in pesos de comercio, including salary payments. 
Despite being residuals, we must note too that during the first decade of the 19th Century, also 
emerged in the sources some payments in pesos plata fuertes (strong silver pesos) which had a premium 
of 3% with respect to the usual silver peso. Regarding this last, which was the official monetary unit all 
over the region, and main physical currency, it is to be mentioned that there were two debasements in 
the period: 1772, when precious metal in each peso dropped from 3.10 sterling grams to 3.05; and 
1786, when it was again lowered to 3.03. As here we are dealing with reales, those changes are not 
reflected; but the researcher who wants to convert the figures to sterling silver grams, must take them 
into account. The peso fuerte columnario (coined between 1732 and 1772, had a face value of 8 reales 
and a grade of 11 dineros; units coined from 1772 onwards had the same weight, but a grade of only 10 
dineros 20 granos, or a total of 902.777 millesimal fineness. Coinage from 1786 reduced the grade to 10 
dineros, 18 granos. Burzio, 1958:II, 181; Romano, 1998, 120. 
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4. How much worth a salary 

First of all, there were huge differences between salaries paid in the area, but these 
differences defined clearly two sets, or clusters. Following graph show them in rough.  

 

Graph 1. Amount paid for a monthly salary, Rio de la Plata, 1767-1812 (silver reales) 

	 

Sources: see Appendix. Salaries paid in each area have been averaged; nominal amounts include both 
paid in cash or goods, or given as food or "vices". 

As can be seen, there was, throughout the whole period, a huge distance between salaries 
paid in Corrientes and those disbursed in nearby areas. Only Santa Fe appears as a place where 
salaries most closely match those of Corrientes, but the difference is equally impressive: each 
month, a peon was able to earn two times and a half more if only he had travelled a handful 
kilometers south. Moreover, the rather stable line of Corrientes's salaries contrasts with their 
nervously volatile counterparts. It is also to be noted that, through the end of the 18th. 
Century, those contrasts were replicated in the composition of the payments: whereas in 
Corrientes a significant part of the salary was paid in goods, going to the South a peon would 
receive virtually all his earnings in cash. By the beginnings of the 19th Century, things appears 
to be changing: salaries grew everywhere, and in Corrientes they want to reach their much 
higher southern companions: cash portion is higher than ever, reaching a figure between 15 
and 30% of the nominal salary amount. Clearly, this is a new stage. But not so different: even 
in the 1830's and 40's, in Corrientes, workers continued to be paid in similar figures, and part 
in goods, not cash.18 

This is a challenge to our way of reasoning. We presume that being paid three times our 
present salary would be a very nice perspective; even more if we will be paid in cash, not in 
such crazy things as clothes or cattle. So, why these peons do not went massively to the south, 
if the ways to do so were absolutely open, and easy? Why a lot of them did not do the same as 
Valeriano Puisapotá, the Guaraní Indian working in Andino's estancia in Santa Fe from 1793 

                                                           
18 In three estancias analyzed by Chiaramonte, covering these decades, salaries were about 3 or 4 pesos 
(24 to 32 reales), plus food and vices, in all about 40 or 48 reales, part paid in goods. Chiaramonte, 1991, 
pp. 108-110. 
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roughly to 1800; or Ygnacio Cardozo, or Jacinto Nuñez, migrants from Corrientes who have 
been censed in Gualeguay, Entre Ríos, in 1820? Why in that village resided only 14 correntinos, 
contrasting with 21 men from Santa Fe and Buenos Aires, all figures in a total of 380 
"vecinos"?19 The answer was probably in the family strategies, and the fact that correntinos 
workers were more concerned with the Paraguayan economic opportunities rather than those 
offered by the southern provinces. It was not casual, in this sense, the outrageous alterations 
on payments at the turn of the century. As we will discuss later, from 1800 on, workers of 
Rincon de Luna started to replace the traditional effects (as fine textiles, ponchos, hats or 
lienzo) for cattle (particularly equine).20 This situation could have been generated by an 
upward movement on consumption prices or, by a seeking of more tradability of their 
payments. In effect, this last option was likely the most rational if we take into account that 
these workers could sell the cattle in Paraguay at higher prices. 

Probably productive units in the South, nearer to the international markets and enjoying 
better lands than those located in Corrientes, would have also more attractive profits.21 But 
they were not necessarily very high: the estancia of Pedro Garcia de Zúñiga, whose complete 
accounts are available, had an annual profit rate of about 5% in the period 1800-1804, a 
similar figure to the interest rate in Buenos Aires by those times (Djenderedjian and Schmit, 
2006).22 It is hard to get acceptable balances from other estancia's accounts; but their earnings 
would not have been much higher.23 So productivity is not necessarily the main explanation for 
such different salaries. If we look at the composition of the payments, other causes emerge. 

5. How many people can feed a salary? 

We will return soon on these matters; but before going further, it deserves to do some 
comparisons. 

In the following table, we can see how many adult individuals would eat exclusively from the 
cash (or local currency) part of the salary.24 Knowing what has been spent by patrons giving 
food to their peons, it is easy to calculate how many adults can eat from the portion of the 
salary effectively received by workers in cash, or something that can be easily exchanged with 
food. Although as we noted before, the quantity of "vices" widely vary depending on patron's 
politics toward the workers, the portion spent in food was usually more stable. As main dish 
was meat, that is, part of the capital (animals) or products from the estancia, there were no 
incentives for the patron to expand food expenditure; and, of course, in a region plenty of 
resources, if a patron would limit food supplies to less than a man could eat to feel full, he 

                                                           
19 A vecino was a head of family. Data from sheets of the 1820 Census, in Archivo General de la Provincia 
de Corrientes, Censos, t. 4, fs. 167 r., ff. The situation in other Entre Ríos villages was not different, 
although in Concepción the presence of correntinos was higher. It is to be noted that, in 1820, 
Corrientes, Misiones and Entre Ríos were under the same government. 
20 A creole poncho was a sleeve-less overcoat, made of wool. On Rincón de Luna books, they used to 
cost around three silver pesos. 
21 It is not possible to calculate acceptable annual profit rates of the Corrientes's estancias. Rincón de 
Luna have suffered bad mismanagement, so profits were abnormally low; while in Garzas, Itatí and 
Itaibaté we have not useful appraised inventories. 
22 Annual profit rate, here, is profit (income less expenditure) as a percentage of total capital invested. 
Carlos Mayo has portrayed the estancieros of Buenos Aires as a "landed, but not powerful" group: main 
fortunes in colonial Rio de la Plata were built exclusively on commerce. Mayo, 1991; see also Mayo, 
1995, pp. 40 and ff.  
23 Difficulties to build nice returns were constant in the estancia de Las Vacas; see for example Salvatore 
and Brown, 1987. Amaral's careful examination of Buenos Aires's estancia accounts, led him to conclude 
that  annual profit rates, around 1800, were between 4.4 to 7.6%. Amaral, 1998, p. 217. 
24 "Local currency", as we will see soon, was cattle, or raw cotton cloth (lienzo). 
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would immediately face strong claims. So no splurge, nor underconsumption, can be expected 
from our data on food. Which are taken from actual expenditure, or period calculations on 
how many men can feed a cow or a sheep, in the basis of the cheaper animal available in each 
estancia. 

 

Table2.Adults that can be feed out of the cash or local currency portion of the salary 

Rincon de Luna, 1767-1777 Corrientes 1,75 

Las Garzas, 1785-1788 Corrientes 1,08 

Rincon de Luna, 1794-1806 Corrientes 1,77 

Itaibaté, 1806-1808 Corrientes 4,85 

Itatí, 1806-1808 Corrientes 5,04 

Francisco de Alza, 1784-1786 Entre Ríos 19,51 

Garcia de Zúñiga, 1800-1804 Entre Ríos 24,73 

Ochoteco, 1806-1807 Entre Ríos 22,00 

Añapiré, 1798-1800 Santa Fe 15,70 

Las Vacas, 1797-1798 Banda Oriental 13,54 

Lopez Osornio, 1785-1796 Buenos Aires 8,02 

Los Portugueses, 1811-1812 Buenos Aires 6,04 

 

As we can see, variations were extreme, depending on the amount paid in cash or local 
currency, the salary levels, the price of animals, and, of course, the place and year. In any case, 
nor the sole economy, nor the shortage or abundance of labor force, can explain those wide 
differences.  

6. Salary elements, and currencies to be paid off 

But let us return on how salaries were paid. As we have seen, salary was composed, all over 
the area, of a part paid in cash or goods, and a part given as food, tobacco, and yerba mate. 
Value of the last one changes sharply: in Corrientes, at the core of tobacco and yerba mate 
production area, that part of the salary add-ons was cheaper than in Entre Ríos; while in the 
last, lower price of cattle turned food costs cheaper than in Corrientes. So,the  impact of those 
costs in the different areas was roughly neutral, although each patron's policy towards their 
laborers (allowing more or less generous portions) may introduce sharp variations, as changes 
in relative prices through the time do the same. But the currency in which salary was paid was 
not neutral.  
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Table 1. Salary payments in Corrientes, showing amounts paid in other than cash 

 

 

Total Cattle Cotton cloth Cash Goods Services 

Rincon de Luna, 1767-
1777 7.943 827 653 3 6.403 58 

Las Garzas, 1785-1788 6.564 1.478 557 - 4.507 22 

Rincon de Luna, 1794-
1806 5.248 1.595 759 302 2.569 23 

Itaibaté, 1806-1808 647 276 169 113 90 - 

Itatí, 1806-1808 855 422 193 86 154 - 

Source: See Appendix 

 

As we see, cash was a relatively small portion of salary payments in Corrientes (while in Entre 
Ríos, Santa Fe and Buenos Aires, cash supplies accounted nearly always for the whole salary). 
Goods, on the contrary, were an important part of the salary, but, apparently, that part 
declined sharply from the 1780s onwards.  

A vast literature has discussed the role of store merchandises in rural worker's salaries; they 
were usually joined by debts, as being delivered before the work was accomplished. Some 
scholars emphasize that this was a patron's strategy to catch over worker's labor time; others 
prefer to support a more active worker's role, saying that they use those goods as a supply for 
their families, paid through a credit account, months or years later. Access to credit was crucial 
for extended family groups; lacking regular income in cash, they were unable to access a wide 
range of imported consumer goods if it were not through a salary-linked debt account. Prices 
of those merchandises, usually, were higher than in retail stores: but credit interest rate, and 
losses, had to be taken into account when calculating the total amount finally paid by the 
worker or his family.25In other part. we have highlighted worker's active role in these matters: 
they picked up large quantity of goods in order to supply their families, and to carry out 
productive activities, as they also paid inputs, and salaries, with those goods taken on credit.26 
But besides those goods were, in effect, also money; indeed, Corrientes and Paraguay had a 
weak circulation of silver coins. They were replaced by kind, or "monedas de la tierra": yerba 
mate (in arrobas), cotton cloth (in varas), or cattle (in units). Other more portable goods were 
used in barter trade: among them, store merchandises. Travelers' literature has left us lots of 
stories about: for example, Francisco Aguirre said in 1783 that visitors in Paraguay had to carry 
with them "... half real black ribbons, black and red ribbons worth one real each, needles, 

                                                           
25 Among many others, see for example the debate between Arnold Bauer, 1979; 1979b and Brian 
Loveman (1979) in the Hispanic American Historical Review, or Knight, 1986. 
26 See Djenderedjian (1998). 
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cheap tendrils, rings, beads and fake pearls", adding that "it is better to carry out these trifles 
instead of money..."27. 

However, it is interesting that, across time, cattle continuously increases its share, even more 
than cash. From about 10% of total amount paid in the 1760s-70s, cattle grew to 30% in the 
1790s, reaching more than 40% at the beginnings of the 19th. Century. Although we are mixing 
data from different estancias, tendency is clear. Besides, it is to be noted that workers took a 
wide range of animals: cows, but particularly horses; they were carefully selected, judging by 
details in the accounts.28Workers look for cattle useful to add value: a favorite, the half tamed 
horse ("redomón"), would be finished by his new owner; or sometimes, they received stallions 
(“potros cojudos”). The problem is how to determine which part of that rise was due to prices, 
and which part to other reasons. First of all, it is extremely difficult to compare cattle prices in 
the Rio de la Plata region, as there are not yet complete useful series, nor systematic research 
about. In our data from Corrientes, evidence is scanty. However, researchers had offered very 
useful studies about Buenos Aires and Misiones, which can be combined with our data to show 
a path. According to Moraes (2011, p. 351), cattle prices in Buenos Aires, for example, had a 
severe drop in the 1770s, going from around 12 reales in 1766-68, to 6 in 1773-4. But, from 
1777 onwards, prices went up, reaching again 12 reales by 1787-88. Nevertheless, since 1799 
they drop to 7.5-9 until 1804. Garavaglia (1995, p. 74) shows a similar trend, previous to a 
take-off which would began around 1808. Cowhides from Misiones had also a very similar 
trend, suggesting a rather integrated market, at least in cattle byproducts. According to our 
data, in rural Corrientes, at the end of the 18th. Century and the beginnings of the 19th, a 
nearly wild cow would cost about 8 reales; in Entre Ríos the same worth 5 or 6. In short, cattle 
prices were lower in Entre Ríos, but trends go slightly down until around 1806. So, apparently, 
there were no market incentives for the peons to take more cattle instead of other goods or 
cash, as prices do not tend to increase in our period. On the contrary, probably it would be 
better to be paid in cattle in Entre Ríos (with lower prices per head) and then took the cattle to 
Corrientes, to be sold there. But things were more complicate. Firstly, there was a matter of 
currencies. In Corrientes, silver coins were scarce; cattle exports from Entre Ríos to Corrientes 
and Paraguay were vigorous, so probably most peons simply used cash received as salary to 
buy cattle in Entre Ríos and bring it to the north. By the 1770s and 1780s, prices for cattle were 
high in Misiones and Paraguay; big cattle drives went there from Entre Ríos and Corrientes.29 
That cattle was paid in raw cotton cloth or yerba mate, goods which offered nice gains since 
marketed in Corrientes or Entre Ríos. But from the 1790s, local cattle herds in Misiones grew, 
so trade ceased to be profitable. Cattle from Entre Ríos went south, aiming to reach the 
Atlantic market. However, peons in Corrientes increased their withdrawals of cattle. To better 
understand this, it has to be considered that there was a severe crisis of the demography and 
the export economy of the Guaraní Missions, from 1782 through 1801(Moraes, 2011, 321 
ff).That crisis was paralleled by the rise of mestizo peasant economy in Paraguay, and probably 

                                                           
27Libro suplementario de documentos que acompañan al manuscrito de Francisco Aguirre, in Biblioteca 
de la Real Academia de la Historia, Madrid, 9-21-6, tomo 93, exp. nro. 1, fs. 11-12 v. Quoted in 
Garavaglia, 1983, p. 395.Diego de Alvear, writing about the commerce in the guaraní Missions, said that 
it was done "without silver". in De Angelis, [1970], t. V, p. 722. More about that in Borrero, 1911, pp. 9-
10, and Felix de Azara, in AGN, VII, Manuscritos Provenientes de la Biblioteca Nacional, 54, p. 23. 
28 Specifying cattle took by the workers to settle accounts: "tame horse"; "arab horse" wrote the scribe 
in Las Garzas's books; "fat cow", do that of Rincon de Luna; but "half tamed horse" (redomón) was the 
most often mentioned.  
29 Lots of written records point in that direction. See for example Governor Vertiz to Gregorio Gonzalez, 
no place, May 5, 1771; Gonzalez to Vertiz, Gualeguaychú, May 28, 1771, or Manuel Carballo to the 
Governor, Gualeguaychú November 14, 1766, all in AGN, IX-3-5-6, n.p.; Azara, in AGN, VII, Manuscritos 
Provenientes de la Biblioteca Nacional, 54, p. 45; Alvear, D. de, "Relación histórica y geográfica de la 
provincia de Misiones", in De Angelis (1970) [1836], t. V, p. 722. 
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also in Corrientes, fueled by migrants coming from the former Missions.30 So, it is highly 
probable that workers in the Corrientes's estancias were asking for cattle and horses in order 
to build up, or expand, their family herds, or looking to sell these animals to other peasants, 
probably in Paraguay. It is to be noted that a lot of estancia's workers in Corrientes came from 
Paraguay and Misiones: names and nicknames show it everywhere.31 

It is also possible also that these strategies could obey to seasonal reasons: many workers gave 
up the estancia, and asked for their balances to be paid off in cattle, prior to the hardest 
working time in the farms, which in the northern Rio de la Plata began at the end of the 
winter. So they should combine work for a salary in an estancia when their labor was not 
demanded in the family plot, to return later with some useful animals for it.32On this regard, 
Graph 2displays some data of each individual account for the Corrientes's estancias; the four 
months August to November accounted for 50% of the departures. So it is not surprising that, 
in Corrientes, being paid in cash was not necessarily better than in goods. 

 

Graph 2. End dates of employment contracts, Corrientes's estancias, 1785-1808 

 

Note: we have not considered here data from Rincón de Luna, 1767-1783, as there were not critical 
mass to show links between end contract dates and cattle payments.  

7. Going to work, going to rest 

If in the northern Rio de la Plata region, a salary was only part of a broader strategy intended 
to generate resources for a group or family rather than an individual, in the South salaries 
could be seen as something more similar to a "proletarian" income. That is, higher amounts; 
ability to cover a more consistent share of a nuclear family group's material needs; payable in 

                                                           
30 On these matters, see Telesca, 2008. 
31 For example, a lot of worker's names in Las Garzas were wrote together with alias such as "Yndio 
Misioneiro", "Paraguai", or "Yndio Paraguay". Same in Rincón de Luna, Itatí and Itaibaté, whose 
accounts are also plenty of guaraní names.  
32 These matters have been analyzed in Djenderedjian, 1998. A farm calendar edited in Corrientes 
emphasized the hard activity to be done from august onwards. See Coni, 1858,36 ff. 
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cash, in order to be spent directly in the purchase of goods. But, again, what it seems to be 
simple, it's not. 

As we have seen before, southern salaries were much more volatile than their Corrientes's 
counterparts. Furthermore, instability was a crude feature of labor relationships in Buenos 
Aires, the Banda Oriental, and Entre Ríos. Multitude of witnesses have already referred to this, 
and scholars have supplied us with lots of pages about(Halperin Donghi, 1975; Gelman, 
Garavaglia, Mayo, Amaral, 1987; Salvatore & Brown, 1987). Instability has been related to two 
major phenomena: first, frontier life provided lots of resources for an independent life: 
gauchos could make a living out of stray cattle, or wild animals, or smuggling. And that life was 
not so bad in a country where average temperature was about 18º C., roughly 65º F. A straw-
roofed hut, a hide to use as bed, a kettle, a bit of yerba mate, and, of course, a horse, was all 
that a gaucho needed(Mayo, 1995); Azara, [1847]; Vidal, 1820). All that is true. But, second, 
probably farm labor was also very important in marking so unstable labor records. Farm 
calendar clashed strongly with cattle ranch routines, particularly in summer, where harvesting 
coincided with animal brandings and castration. Besides, since the beginning of the spring, all 
available manpower was very busy.33 There were also low demand periods: those of winter, 
particularly. All those phenomena can explain at least part of the worker's instability: but there 
were other issues. One of them, the absolute lack of a regular work culture, particularly that 
which link productivity to long time salary earnings. While in the bigger cities, salaried or wage 
labor was rather widespread, and accepted as a part of a worker's life which, in some cases, 
would eventually spent several years in that situation, in the countryside things were different 
(Salvatore & Brown, 1987). More closely linked to international markets, cattle production in 
Entre Ríos or Buenos Aires had to face a strong volatility: war can close the trade, as it do that 
many times between 1780 and 1815.34 This was undoubtedly a major cause of labor instability: 
when the markets close, many estancia workers were dismissed. But even in high demand 
periods, complaints on peon's instability were also notable. Two causes arose for that: 
competition for labor requirements of their own family farms, or commercial undertakings; 
want for leisure periods, once a certain amount of money has been earned. At this point, it is 
worthy of consideration what workers did with cash. Essentially, why in Buenos Aires, or Entre 
Ríos, they ask for silver? This inquiries open several scenarios: in an economy much more 
based on market relations, cash was simply a saving for bad times, or a resource to be liberally 
spent in periods of plenty. This can explain why, when asked by the patrons to go to work, 
being offered better salaries, many peons simply preferred to remain idle, or stopped to work 
without "rational" arguments, going to walk around, or to gamble(Garavaglia, Gelman, Mayo, 
Amaral, 1987).So, even if in the southern part of the Rio de la Plata, workers were less involved 
in family survival strategies than in Corrientes, in any case, as the correntinos, they were also 
not involved in a search for long-standing full-time jobs.  

8. Two markets in parallel: goods and labor 

The conspicuous differences between the dynamics of labor force throughout the Rio de la 
Plata region and Corrientes were not replicated on goods. As we will try to prove, the 
circulation of goods and merchandises seemed to be more convergent. A few examples are 
very explanatory to verify the extent to which differences could be found if we consider the 
existence of distinct markets for goods and labor in Corrientes province. Yerba mate, one of 
the most widely traded and consumed goods, is an example of the relatively high degree of 
convergence of prices throughout our space. The evolution of the these prices in Corrientes, 
Santa Fe and Buenos Aires shows this clearly . 
                                                           
33 See, among others, Gelman, Garavaglia, Mayo, Amaral, 1987; Garavaglia, 1999 and 1999a, pp. 703-
734. 
34 See for example O'Rourke, 2006. 
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Graph 3. Yerba-Mate prices in Corrientes, Santa Fe and Buenos Aires, 1782-1810 

 

Note: from Corrientes, we took data from Alcabalas Tax Records, in AGN XIII-11-4-2 to 6; for Santa Fe, 
from Frid, 2014 and Djenderedjian & Martirén, 2015; for Buenos Aires, from Johnson, 1990. 

 

As we have seen before, there was nothing similar in salaries, both regarding nominal levels or 
paths through time. In addition, even at the local level, wages could keep up very different 
patterns than goods, which makes and additional trouble for real income estimations. In order 
to show this problem, we elaborated a Jevons index, built with seventeen products (essentially 
livestock and textiles), paid to the peons as part of their salaries, and whose prices have been 
took from the estancia's accounts.35 

This index shows a remarkable inverse evolution when compared with nominal salaries, at 
least for the period under analysis (1794-1810). With an R2 of 0.06 and Pearson coefficient of -
0.25, it seems to be clear that both had a very distinct evolution since the late eighteenth 
century. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
35 We considered the following products: veal (unit), pants (pair); poncho (unit); saddle (unit); Castilla 

Baize (vara or 34 inches); horse (unit); British Baize (vara or 34 inches); half tamed horse (unit); bull 

(unit); ribbon (vara or 34 inches); colt (unit); cattle (unit); cow (unit); handkerchief (unit); hat (unit); knife 

(unit); raw cotton cloth (vara or 34 inches). We choose a Jevons index instead of a Paasche or Laspeyres, 

because of not enough available evidence to build solid baskets. 
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Graph 4. Corrientes. Logarithmic trends in wages and prices of goods delivered in payrolls, 
1794-1810. 

 

 

However, that trend does not match with those of main consumer goods in the local market.36 
The Jevons series for prices of those goods (that is, hard liquor, sugar, raw cotton cloth, 
common ponchos, maize, honey, salt, wine, yerba mate), compared with that built from the 
peon's  payrolls) shows a covariance of -33.6 and a Pearson coefficient of -0.41. On the 
contrary, when compared with the salary series, it shows positive rates (covariance of 10,36 
and Pearson coefficient of 0.11). In other terms, Corrientes's rural salaries, at least since the 
late 18th century, grew not only in nominal terms but, much more broadly, by the inverse 
price relationship between the assets they represent (for being part of the payroll) and those 
potentially available through exchange. Therefore, the fact that salaries were not paid in cash, 
or the mere nominal amount of them, masks wide variations in their purchasing power, which 
should also be taken into account when developing studies of subsistence. 

9. Final remarks: An essay on labor strategies in pre-modern Rio de la Plata.  

Recent scholarly approaches have insisted in the fact that late colonial Rio de la Plata region 
was a rather integrated economy. Unimpeded movement of goods, services, and capital; 
intense migrations; price series which mainly converge, except in very critical events (Moraes, 
2011; Djenderedjian & Martiren, 2015).37 So, why those huge differences in labor contracts in a 
rather integrated region? Answer is simple: we are not dealing with integrated markets of 
labor force, although there were fluid markets for goods, and lots of people in the move, 
seeking for a better life. 

Reasons are assorted. First of all, economical. In a frontier region plenty of lands but with a 
structural scarcity of labor, people who live out of a salary did not overtook those who run an 
independent farm. And those farms, while big for reasons of economies of scale, had many 
problems when needing to contract workers, as mostly of them were also part of another 
independent farm, being for that reason mainly oriented to satisfy their owns' family farm 

                                                           
36 Prices of those goods have been took from Alcabalas, in , in AGN XIII-11-4-2 to 6. 
37 Those population movements included permanent migration to places with stronger social and 
economical mobility. See for example Gelman, 1998. 
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requirements. Except for the slaves, there were no big crowds of subordinate workers; in 
1820, Entre Ríos had 1.508 independent producers (ranchers, farmers, stock breeders) and 
only 414 day laborers, salary or wage earners, apart from 500 slaves. The same year, the 
figures for Corrientes where 1.424 "patrons" and 1.253 "employees", including 1.029 slaves, 
527 of them residing in the city of Corrientes. For rural Buenos Aires, the 1815 Census shows 
us a total of 5.603 farm owners, and 4.954 workers (including 1.700 slaves, and a small number 
of foremen and overseers).38 In that situation, it is obvious that salary levels were extremely 
variable, depending not only on the multiple tasks to be accomplished inside the farms, but 
also on financial or consumption needs of the family who offers part of their labor force 
outside the parcel. There were also moments of pressure when coinciding high demand for 
labor from large cattle ranches and family farms: particularly in spring and summer. 

Secondly, cultural. If salary was a "reward", it encompassed also a hierarchical relationship 
between master and worker.The first one acted as the overseerof his subaltern, not only in 
strictly labor issues, but also on private, even intimate, matters of his peons. We have seen 
some examples. Even in a frontier rural society, where personal relationships did not attach 
much importance to hierarchies, a salary earner was, in any case, someone still young, who 
was learning to do under the supervision of more experienced men.39 So it has to be taken into 
account that living out of a salary was not very acceptable for a grown up man. Even though 
"high" salaries in the Rio de la Plata region allowed a sole working adult man to support a 
crowd of, as we have seen, more than a dozen, to be a long time salary or wage earner was not 
what can be expected of him.40 And this was not necessarily related to the quest for a better 
income. In Entre Ríos, a medium size cattle ranch, of about 2.000 heads of cattle, was ableto 
give a family a yearly income of around 200 pesos, that is, the salaries of twoworkers in the 
lower part of the employment scale.41 On the contrary, men (and of course women) went into 
a wide range of activities, in order to add value to the products of their farms, the workforce of 
their families, or simply looking to catch a portion of which was the best business at the time: 
price differences between regions.42 The social expectations on the working life of a man 

                                                           
38 Data from Maeder, 1969; Grupo de Investigación en Historia Rural Rioplatense (GHIRR), 2004, pp. 33 
ff. Buenos Aires's figures exclude the city. 
39 A son of a very wealthy landowner, Juan Carlos Wright, was put by his father as a peon since 
youngster, "poorly dressed, with half boots as a rural worker", in order to gain skills. Testimony of don 
Pedro Pablo García, Gualeguaychú, July 21, 1788. In Archivo Histórico de la Provincia de Buenos Aires, 
Real Audiencia, 5-4-63-2, fs. 265 
40 Speaking of a man in his forties that had passed away, and whose belongings were pulled between his 
widow and his creditors, a judge said "he entered... this place more than twenty years ago, very poor... 
working as a peon... and in all that time he didn't go further than the position of foreman... he was only 
a man of half boots, with no business..." Joseph Maria de Miner to Dn. Antonio Garcia Lopez, Gualeguay 
April 2, 1792, en AGN Sucesiones, 6261, “Testamentaria de Juan Gamarra...”, fs. 5. 
41 Considering a procreation rate of 22%, preserving the cows, and selling the hides of steers and bulls, 
roughly at 1 peso each. 
42 Merchants dominate production sector, as Chiaramonte, 1991, pp. 21-54, stated; this situation was a 
byproduct of long distance, relative isolation, and lack of specialization. Tradable products were 
relatively few, financial funds were concentrated by merchants, and, because of their contacts in 
regional bigger cities and Europe, they manage crucial information on the situation of far away markets. 
But recent historiography had challenged, in part, that vision. There were lots of merchants moving 
around; in Buenos Aires or Entre Ríos, each stable rural point of sale served only about 70-80 persons of 
all ages. And if we add the mobile shops, that number even decreases. So, competition between 
merchants, both for catch on customers or tradable export goods, was intense. See Djenderedjian,2006, 
287-310; Mayo (dir), 2000. 
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included his ability to negotiate, and, of course, the main goal was to build a nice cattle ranch, 
not to earn high salaries for years.43 

Lastly, it is worth of mention that there were also monetary or financial matters. In an 
economy which currency was not always coined silver, but cattle in the form of kind, workers 
had a strong incentive to use it as merchandise, seeking to exchange it when and where its 
value would be higher. Also, as capital accumulation was mostly expressed in herds, animals 
played a much more significant role than silver currency. In that situation, to be paid in cattle 
was, for a peon, probably not only more conspicuous but also more convenient than receiving 
cash. This obviously affects the relative value of silver.  

So, even assuming that in late colonial Rio de la Plata region monthly salaries paid in cash had 
one of the highest purchasing powers in the world,44 the problem is how representative was a 
salary, expressed in cash earnings, when dealing with actual income. If we would know more 
about standards of living compared, we have to take into account that salary was not the same 
thing in every part of the world, nor was it everywhere necessarily a consistent part of the 
family income. Even more, salary was not necessarily a permanent stage in the life of Rio de la 
Plata inhabitant, so in some places at least it did not reflect most of the entries of all families, 
nor of all individuals. 

Prior to 19th. Century, individual jobs, expressed by monthly salaries, were not widespread, 
nor useful as a sign of "proletarianization"; on the contrary, individual salaries had to be 
understood only considering the whole of the household strategy to raise resources, and the 
functioning of the whole economy. Currency, local markets for some goods, short or long-
distance migrations, local and far away farm calendars, among many other aspects, had to be 
taken into account. In any case, it is difficult to accept that we can simply take the monthly 
paid salaries by an institution, or individual, to build useful comparisons, not only at 
international but also at regional levels. It is imperative to have a close understanding of the 
whole economy, and, of course, of labor relationships, and of what was understood as a salary 
in each time and place. Resuming, we must focus on the creation of new evidence and avoid 
general and too vague international comparisons. If not, probably we will not finally arrive to 
solid findings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
43 Instability of workers, as we have seen, was widespread. In the Banda Oriental or Entre Ríos, average 
duration of a labor contract was between 4 to 5 months; in Buenos Aires, around 3. While in Corrientes 
earlier contracts seem to have been longer, the examples of the first years of the 19Th. Century show 
average durations of about 4 to 7 months. 
44 As recent scholarly approaches suggest, taking into account salaries from Buenos Aires. See Arroyo et 
al. 2012. 
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Appendix 

 

Salaries and additional remunerations, paid in cash or in kind. Río de la Plata, 1760-1820 

Silver reales (eight to 1 peso) 

 

Estancia: Rincón deLuna, Corrientes 

    

 

Salary Nominal portion, payment type 

  Nominal Food "Vices" Cash Cattle/Lienzo Goods Others 

1767 13,33 3,00 2,00 - 2,48 10,86 - 

1768 13,10 3,00 2,00 - 2,00 11,10 - 

1769 13,01 3,00 2,32 - 1,95 11,06 - 

1770 13,21 3,00 2,32 0,44 2,29 7,99 2,49 

1771 13,86 3,00 1,84 0,32 2,81 8,95 1,79 

1772 13,70 3,00 1,84 - 3,52 9,55 0,62 

1773 13,74 3,00 1,84 - 4,08 9,11 0,56 

1774 13,54 3,00 1,84 - 3,88 9,09 0,57 

1775 13,54 3,00 1,84 - 3,84 9,13 0,57 

1776 13,48 3,00 1,84 - 3,81 9,09 0,58 

1777 13,46 3,00 1,84 - 4,18 8,72 0,56 

1778 12,00 3,00 1,84 - 10,26 1,74 - 

1779 12,00 3,00 2,36 - 9,99 2,01 - 

1780 12,00 3,00 2,68 - 9,99 2,01 - 

1781 12,00 3,00 3,16 - 10,27 1,73 - 

1782 12,00 3,00 3,16 - 9,99 2,01 - 

1783 12,00 3,00 3,24 - 3,31 8,69 - 

        1794 14,04 4,50 3,16 0,35 2,47 9,92 1,29 

1795 14,28 4,00 3,16 0,33 2,25 10,40 1,30 

1796 14,55 4,00 3,16 0,37 3,09 9,70 1,33 

1797 15,06 4,00 3,16 0,46 4,05 9,52 0,93 
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1798 15,55 4,00 3,32 0,41 6,46 7,42 1,26 

1799 14,20 4,00 3,48 0,35 8,58 5,13 0,15 

1800 14,69 4,00 3,80 0,90 8,36 5,48 -0,05 

1801 14,42 4,00 3,96 1,26 8,19 5,16 -0,20 

1802 14,07 4,00 3,96 1,08 7,78 5,38 -0,18 

1803 13,88 4,00 3,96 0,62 8,15 4,71 0,41 

1804 13,88 4,00 3,96 0,41 9,63 2,98 0,86 

1805 13,57 4,00 3,96 0,83 7,54 4,78 0,43 

1806 14,16 4,00 4,28 1,00 7,52 5,41 0,23 

        

        Estancia: Las Garzas, Corrientes 

     

 

Salary Nominal portion, payment type 

  Nominal Food "Vices" Cash Cattle/Lienzo Goods Others 

1785 15,21 5,00 1,28 - 5,52 9,66 0,03 

1786 15,21 5,00 1,28 - 4,33 10,84 0,05 

1787 14,90 5,00 1,28 - 4,40 10,48 0,02 

1788 16,00 5,00 1,28 - 7,42 8,58 - 

        

        Estancia: Itatí, Corrientes 

     

 

Salary Nominal portion, payment type 

  Nominal Food "Vices" Cash Cattle/Lienzo Goods Others 

1806 23,74 4,00 2,56 9,70 10,59 3,45 - 

1807 22,93 4,00 2,56 2,84 16,63 3,46 - 

1808 23,80 4,00 2,56 0,98 19,74 3,08 - 

        Estancia: San Miguel de Itaibaté, Corrientes 

    

 

Salary Nominal portion, payment type 

  Nominal Food "Vices" Cash Cattle/Lienzo Goods Others 

1806 24,00 4,00 2,56 7,46 12,77 3,77 - 

1807 23,20 4,00 2,56 4,03 14,98 4,20 - 
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1808 21,12 4,00 2,56 2,81 16,18 2,13 - 

        Estancia: Francisco de Alza, Entre Ríos 

    

 

Salary Nominal portion, payment type 

  Nominal Food "Vices" Cash Cattle/Lienzo Goods Others 

1784 54,15 2,63 4,26 54,15 - - - 

1785 57,12 2,63 4,26 54,84 - 2,30 - 

1786 47,52 2,63 4,26 44,67 - 2,87 - 

        Estancia: Pedro Garcia de Zúñiga, Entre Ríos 

    

 

Salary Nominal portion, payment type 

  Nominal Food "Vices" Cash Cattle/Lienzo Goods Others 

1799 54,25 2,00 10,00 54,25 - - - 

1800 53,20 2,00 12,96 53,20 - - - 

1801 54,42 2,25 10,00 54,42 - - - 

1802 55,92 2,25 10,00 55,92 - - - 

1803 56,46 2,50 8,88 56,46 - - - 

1804 57,59 2,50 10,00 57,59 - - - 

        Estancia: Ochoteco, Entre Ríos 

     

 

Salary Nominal portion, payment type 

  Nominal Food "Vices" Cash Cattle/Lienzo Goods Others 

1806 60,91 2,75 6,00 60,91 - - - 

1807 60,07 2,75 6,00 60,07 - - - 

        Estancia: Añapiré, Santa Fe 

     

 

Salary Nominal portion, payment type 

  Nominal Food "Vices" Cash Cattle/Lienzo Goods Others 

1798 45,44 2,75 2,00 39,87 - 2,10 3,48 

1799 43,99 2,75 2,08 41,67 - 0,50 1,82 

1800 48,00 2,75 2,17 48,00 - - - 
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Estancia: Las Vacas, Banda Oriental 

    

 

Salary Nominal portion, payment type 

  Nominal Food "Vices" Cash Cattle/Lienzo Goods Others 

1797 60,84 4,00 2,88 54,83 0,79 5,22 - 

1798 58,42 4,00 2,88 50,05 2,67 5,70 - 

        Estancia: Lopez Osornio, Buenos Aires 

    

 

Salary Nominal portion, payment type 

  Nominal Food "Vices" Cash Cattle/Lienzo Goods Others 

1785 54,22 5,93 6,75 54,22 - - - 

1786 55,01 5,93 6,75 55,01 - - - 

1787 41,33 5,93 6,75 41,33 - - - 

1788 47,04 5,96 6,75 47,04 - - - 

1789 48,13 5,94 6,75 48,13 - - - 

1790 42,04 5,94 6,75 42,04 - - - 

1791 44,37 5,94 5,58 44,37 - - - 

1792 52,63 5,95 5,58 52,63 - - - 

1793 46,98 5,93 5,58 46,98 - - - 

1794 45,51 5,93 5,64 45,51 - - - 

1795 47,32 5,93 5,64 47,32 - - - 

1796 47,14 5,93 5,64 47,14 - - - 

        Estancia: Los Portugueses, Buenos Aires 

    

 

Salary Nominal portion, payment type 

  Nominal Food "Vices" Cash Cattle/Lienzo Goods Others 

1811 52,88 9,00 6,90 52,88 - - - 

1812 55,78 9,00 6,42 55,78 - - - 

 

 


